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Here are some more ideas for how to use the patient leaflets:
l Use them to deliver a fantastic customer experience by sending them
as links in emails to clients after their appointments (perhaps also take
this opportunity to ask them for a testimonial or review ).
l Include them as links in your nurture emails to build trust, establish
authority and more importantly add value to your emails.
l Share them as links on your social networks, on local business pages,
or in local discussion forums where they can add value to the existing
conversation (or use them as a conversation starter).
l Print them out and distribute them locally through businesses, sport
and exercise settings & clubs, community & health centres, village
halls & libraries, GP surgeries, local supermarkets.
l Post them to past (and existing) clients as a way of keeping in touch.
l Include them in leaflet stands or dispensers in your clinic waiting area.
l Take them with you to open days, local meetings or exhibitions.
l You can also use the
posters included in this
subscription to liven up
WAYS
the walls in your clinic or
to support your
treatment room.
local business
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3
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LOCAL
great, almost ‘accidental’,
5
marketing resources. The
patient leaflets are included
in all four of our core subscriptions which means anyone with a subscription, has access to them.
For more ideas on practical ways to use patient leaflets to build relationships all the way
through your customer journey – read my help post here to get the creative juices flowing >.
1

Like, comment or share their social media posts
- it helps them get seen by other people,
who may buy from them
E
Tell your friends and family about them
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The information contained in this article is intended as general guidance and information only and should not be relied upon as a basis for planning
individual medical care or as a substitute for specialist medical advice in each individual case. ©Co-Kinetic 2019
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atient leaflets help to deliver a great customer experience all the way along your customer
journey from prospect to paying client. You can give them to your existing customers, post
them to past customers, add links to them in your nurture emails, post them on your social
networks and on your website and print them out and distribute
them locally (which also helps to raise awareness of your business).
The great thing is that all those things are really easy to do, and can
add value to so many people’s lives in so many different ways, which
means this subscription gives a massive bang for its buck. That is also
why we include it in ALL four of our core subscriptions.
xpert
PhysioE
_UK
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More Help and Related Resources
.
You can also watch the
one-minute overview
video below.

Or to take a more detailed behind the
scenes tour of the subscription watch
the video below.

l To learn how to use and share your patient
leaflets – click here >
l For help with branding your leaflets
– click here >
l To explore the range of leaflets included with
all subscriptions – click here >
l There’s a more detailed open access article
I wrote giving you all sorts of other ideas on
how to use content to promote your business
– click here to read it >

What is the Branding Upgrade?
We explain what
it is, and what it
can do for you

V

ery simply, the branding
upgrade allows you to add
your own business details to the
bottom of all our patient-facing
handouts, advice sheets, exercise
leaflets, posters and infographics.
It is a ‘bolt-on’ subscription
to the four main content
subscriptions (Patient Information
Resources, Clinical Education,
Social Media or Full Site).

You can add 5 pieces of information:
1
2
3
4
5

your logo
business name
contact number
email address (clickable)
website address (clickable).

What Can You Do With Your Branded
ea ets
1
2

3
4
5

6

Print them out and distribute them locally (see page 22).
Include them as links in your emails – as soon as someone
clicks that link they will be taken to your branded version of
the leaflet.
Share them on your social networks or other online pages
(as above).
Link to them from your website.
If you have either the Social Media or Full Site subscriptions,
the leaflets people access when they request to download
lead magnets will also be branded.
Print them out and frame them for your treatment
rooms/clinic areas.

Remember, all these leaflets have been peer-reviewed, and
professionally edited and designed, and once your branding is
added, it looks like something you could have created, which
helps convey a very professional impression.
They become a very effective, although much more valuebased, version of a business card where the focus is always on
adding value through the information on the leaflet. The more
widely you can distribute them, the more widely your contact
details will circulate, and in a completely ‘unsalesy’ way.
The branded leaflets can be easily shared between
colleagues and friends and they make it very easy for people
to find your contact details.

How Do You Get the Branding Upgrade?

You will be offered a chance to add the branding upgrade
at a 50% discount when you take out any new subscription
(assuming you don’t already have it). Or you can add the
upgrade to an existing subscription by using this link here.
28

Setting Up Your Branding Upgrade

There are a few simple, small things that you can do to make
sure your logo (and contact details) look great.

For example

l Making sure your logo is the optimum size and shape for the
area on the leaflet – this is 740 pixels wide by approximately
300 pixels tall, in other words twice as wide as it is tall. The goal
is to make your logo fit as closely to that as possible. This video
shows you a way of doing that, even if you have a square logo,
using very simple tools like PowerPoint to make it happen.
Click here for the help post/video>.
l Sometimes logos are trimmed too tightly and don’t have
enough border meaning they appear too close to the edge of
the leaflet. Alternatively, they may have too much border which
means they appear smaller than they need to, or that border
pushes them into an odd position. This video can help>.
l Here’s a video showing you how to use a really great tool to
help you discover the colour breakdowns of your logos so you
can do some cool things with the background colour of your
banner and the text colour of your contact details.
This video shows you how>.
l There are some other videos
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The great thing is once you’ve got
your branding set up, the changes
will apply everywhere your leaflets
appear and if you need to change
anything in the future, you only
have to change it in one place.
If at any point you
need help, remember
to just jump on the chat
tool and we’ll be very
happy to help with any
fine-tuning.
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